Look sis! Think it's cool you wanna be in the band.

I really do...

But you gotta bring something to the table.

You dig!

Later Celine feverishly searches through her archives of invention!

I know I've got a musical instrument in here somewhere.

Where are you?

Fill turkey baster bulb with water.

Blow across turkey baster opening...

And squeeze bulb to change notes.

Fine tune flute by placing bands at whole note intervals.

Wow sis! Great flute it'll be a welcomed addition to the band!

Thanks Tuck! I thought we needed a wind instrument.

Other than your hot air!

Materials:

Turkey baster

Small rubber bands

Food coloring

Glass of water

Sisters:

Sweet drums!
Pots, pans, and trash cans!

Swinging huh?

I'm thinking of starting a band!

Can I join the band?